
What We Know Now, That We Didn’t Know Before 

 

Trackman has proven to be a priceless education process for both my students and I.   

Many truths have come to light since the advent of Trackman dispelling some of the previous knowledge thought to be 

true in golf.  Trackman has taken the complex mathematics surrounding the physics of club ball interaction and created 

a system, complete with its own language, capable of giving the player and coach instant feedback of impact.  It is my 

goal to share with you some of the more powerful things I’ve learned through over 3 years of daily use with Trackman.   

1) Tune into where the face is pointing at impact 

Where the face is pointed at impact is going to give you powerful feedback as to where the golf ball will launch in time 

and space.  As the golf club moves slower and you add more loft, where the face is pointed becomes ever more 

influential on not only where the golf ball starts but where it will ultimately finish as well.  Face Angle is responsible for 

approximately 75% of starting 

direction with an iron and 85% of 

the golf balls starting direction with 

a fairway wood, hybrid or driver.  
*This math is approximate & a rule of thumb.  

This assumes center contact. 

Getting a grasp of just how 

important where the face is 

pointing will dramatically improve 

your face awareness leading to 

more consistent recognition of a 

face which is square, open or shut 

at impact.   

Recognizing the orientation of the 

face through impact (without a Trackman) is a skill to be developed; a skill I encourage all my players to build.  Trackman 

measures this parameter; however, being able to be aware of it without a Trackman is a necessity.  Always asking the 

question, “Where did the golf ball start” on each shot, will lead to the ability recognize and reverse engineer via ball 

flight whether the face was square, open or shut through impact.    

This question however, only is applicable if the 

center of the face is struck.   

2) What happens when you don’t hit the 

center of the face?  Gear Effect & Off Center 

Hits  

The reason the aforementioned percentages 

surrounding the influence of face on starting 

direction are not equal between a driver and 

iron is driven by the bulge and roll on the driver 

face, among other things.   



Bulge is the curvature of the face from heel to toe and roll is the curvature of the face from top to bottom.   When 

relating face to Gear Effect (bulge and roll) it is important to note face is correlated to the horizontal components 

(launch direction/right-left) of launch, thus face is associated to bulge, not roll.    

When looking at heel & toe shots and their impact on face and launch direction, reference the image depicting bulge.  

The exact center of the face being 0 degrees, just 1 inch right or left is 5.21 degrees open or shut to the target line.  For a 

right handed player, this means if the golf club is traveling down the target line and the center of the face is 0, a toe 

impact would result in a ball starting right of target and a heel impact would result in a ball starting left of target.  The 

heel is shut to the target line and the toe is open to the target line.   

 

 

Assuming a club path of 0 (club path is simply the horizontal movement of the golf club through impact) a ball contacted 

on the heel starts left of target and fades.  Conversely a ball contacted on the toe starts right and draws.  The amount of 

draw or fade is predicated upon how far off the toe or heel you strike the ball.  In this case, because the club path is 0 

(moving directly down the target line through impact) toe and heel impacts of approximately 1 inch work the ball back 

to your target.  What happens when you change the path of the golf club and miss the center?   

3) 3 ways to hit a straight shot 



When club path & impact location vary, a multitude of resulting ball flight options present themselves.  Let’s discuss the 

3 combinations which help produce a straight ball.   

*Face is measured where the ball is contacted.  Not in 

the center.  Toe=Open.  Heel=Closed. 

A) Method 1.  Path 0.  Face 0.  

Center Contact.  This would obviously 

be the preferred method and leaves 

little guess work surrounding where 

the golf ball will finish.  This will 

produce the shot traveling the furthest 

distance. 

B) Method 2.  Path right/in to out.  

Face closed.  Heel impact.  Remember, 

the face is only closed because the ball 

is being contacted on the heel.  The 

center of the face on this particular 

shot is assumed to be square to the 

target line.  Out of the 3 methods, this 

will produce the ball traveling the least 

distance.  All things equal.   

C) Path left/out to in.  Face open.  Toe impact.  The face is open only because the ball is being contacted on the toe.  

The center of the face is assumed to be square to the target.  Out of the 3 methods, this will produce the ball 

traveling the second farthest of the three.  All things being equal.   

A word on the big miss with off center hits.  If you take a look at method 2 and 3 and reversed the contact point, thus as 

a result reversing the face angle (face angle changes as you move the contact point from toe to heel) but kept path the 

same it would produce the big misses.  Path left and heel impact produces (assuming center of face is 0) a slice while 

path right and toe impact produces the big hook.  The miss left I see with a lot of tour player’s is a path slightly right with 

a slight toe impact.  This miss will often be diagnosed by the commentators and even sometimes by the player as a 

double cross.  However, when looking closely at the contact point you see a slight toe impact.  Based on the ball flight 

being a hook finishing left of target, it’s fair to theorize the path of the golf club is right.  The biggest determinant in the 

variations of ball flight for any one tour player, on any given day, is not path or face but contact point on the clubface.   

 

4) Driver Optimization  

If you want to hit the golf ball farther you need not swing harder but instead become more efficient.  Driver distance is 

very much an exercise in efficiency versus strength.  A study in efficiency is rooted in key 2 points, correctly fitted shaft 

and loft aside.  *Loft choice should be heavily influenced by the two below mentioned points 

A) Attack Angle  

B) Contact Point 

Let’s first examine attack angle and why it’s important.  Attack Angle is the amount (measured in degrees) up or down in 

which you strike the ball.  For ease of understanding, a positive attack angle is hitting up at the ball and a negative attack 

angle is hitting down on the ball.  By no means does this actually have literal positive and negative connotations.  The 



impact an upward or downward strike has is monumental on the overall carry distance, spin rate, launch and landing 

angle the shot will have, among other things.   

 

Contact point, just as with toe and heel impacts changing launch direction, becomes ever more so important on drivers 

and fairway woods because of the roll on the club 

face.  Roll is the curvature from top to bottom.  In 

this image, we have a 10 degree driver.  This 

driver is only 10 degrees in the exact middle of 

the clubface.  As the contact point works from 

low to high, the loft changes dramatically.  1 inch 

low on the face is 5.21 degrees less (4.8) and 1 

inch high is 5.21 degrees more (15.2).  This has a 

profound influence on launch angle and spin rate.  

A ball contacted higher on the face launches 

higher & spins less whereas a ball contacted 

lower on the face launches lower & spins more.   

Combine this with toe and heel impacts (heel 

spins more than toe, low heel spins more than 

low toe, etc), you have a multitude of launch 

scenarios which could play themselves out by 

only changing contact point and Attack Angle.   

 Illustrated in this driver optimization chart are various club speeds with 3 separate Attack Angles.  At each club speed, 

Angles of Attack of 5 

down, 0 and 5 up are 

measured. A few things 

become very obvious 

when looking at the 

various Attack Angles 

when relating them to 

overall distance.  A player 

hitting 5 up at every club 

speed measured has a 

higher ball speed, lower 

spin rate and at least 20+ 

yards increased carry 

distance across the 

board.  One thing I’ve 

also seen not illustrated 

on this chart is players 

who hit up versus down 

at it seem to have slightly 

higher club speed.  This is 

because when you are 

hitting up at the golf ball 



the ball is being struck later on the arc closer to the maximum point of acceleration versus when hitting down at it, the 

ball is being hit earlier on the arc, farther from the maximum point of acceleration.   

 

 

 

 


